
Montage Plus ornamental steel fence has the versatility to fit many 

different project applications.  With its ability to traverse varying grades, 

variety of distinct product styles and unmatched coating performance, 

Montage Plus is the preferred choice for ornamental fence.    
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    Commercial Developments
    Self Storage
    Apartments (Multi-Family)
    Parks & Recreation
    Schools & Universities
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ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE

5159 Woodlane Circle
Tallahassee, Fl 32303
www.BTFencing.com
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Also available in Pool, Pet & Play (3" air spacing) – styles vary 

Each picket is precisely welded at each 
rail intersection providing all-terrain 
flexibility and aesthetics.

PROFUSION WELDED STEEL

All Montage fence panels are fabricated using Ameristar’s ProFusion welding process. This technique 
combines laser and fusion technology to create a virtually invisible structural connection at every 
picket to rail intersection.  Unlike typical aluminum fence systems that are held together with unsightly 
screws, the ProFusion weld used with Montage promotes a “good neighbor” profile with sleek lines 
and no exposed picket to rail fasteners.  When compared to aluminum fencing, Montage’s welded 
steel construction is unmatched in strength and durability.

E-COAT ™PROTECTIVE FINISH

Montage galvanized steel framework is subjected to a multi-stage pre-treatment/wash (with zinc phosphate), 
followed by a duplex cathodic electrocoat system consisting of an epoxy primer, which significantly increases 
corrosion protection, and an acrylic topcoat, which provides the protection necessary to withstand adverse 
weathering effects.  This process results in years of maintenance-free ownership.  

20 YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

The Montage families of fencing products are manufactured from superior quality materials by skilled 
craftsmen with the highest standards of workmanship in the industry.  Ameristar is confident in 
offering Montage with a 20 year limited warranty.

DOMESTIC MANUFACTURING

Ameristar is committed to providing products that are manufactured in the USA.  We have 
made significant investments in technology, process improvement, and employee training in 
an effort to secure American jobs and combat inferior import products. 

ORNAMENTAL STEEL FENCE

.75"sq x 18ga PICKETS  |  1.4375" x 1.5" x 14ga RAILS  |  2.5"sq x 16ga POSTS

STYLE OPTIONS

CLASSIC™ MAJESTIC™ GENESIS ™ WARRIOR ™


